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Subterranean estuaries are connective zones between inland aquifers and the

open sea where terrestrial freshwater and circulating seawater mix and undergo

major biogeochemical changes. They are biogeochemical reactors that modify

groundwater chemistry prior to discharge into the sea. We propose that

subterranean estuaries of high-energy beaches are particularly dynamic

environments, where the effect of the dynamic boundary conditions

propagates tens of meters into the subsurface, leading to strong spatio-

temporal variability of geochemical conditions. We hypothesize that they form

a unique habitat with an adapted microbial community unlike other typically

more stable subsurface environments. So far, however, studies concerning

subterranean estuaries of high-energy beaches have been rare and therefore

their functioning, and their importance for coastal ecosystems, as well as for

carbon, nutrient and trace element cycling, is little understood. We are

addressing this knowledge gap within the interdisciplinary research project
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DynaDeep by studying the combined effect of surface (hydro- and

morphodynamics) on subsurface processes (groundwater flow and transport,

biogeochemical reactions, microbiology). A unique subterranean estuary

observatory was established on the northern beach of the island of Spiekeroog

facing the North Sea, serving as an exemplary high-energy research site and

model system. It consists of fixed and permanent infrastructure such as a pole

with measuring devices, multi-level groundwater wells and an electrode chain.

This forms the base for autonomous measurements, regular repeated sampling,

interdisciplinary field campaigns and experimental work, all of which are

integrated via mathematical modelling to understand and quantify the

functioning of the biogeochemical reactor. First results show that the

DynaDeep observatory is collecting the intended spatially and temporally

resolved morphological, sedimentological and biogeochemical data. Samples

and data are further processed ex-situ and combined with experiments and

modelling. Ultimately, DynaDeep aims at elucidating the global relevance of

these common but overlooked environments.
KEYWORDS

beach, land-sea interface, submarine groundwater discharge (SGD), groundwater,
morphodynamics, Spiekeroog, biogeochemistry, infrastructure
1 Introduction

The connective zone between inland aquifers and the sea has

been termed subterranean estuary (STE) and is an important

component of coastal ecosystems (Moore, 1999). The fresh

groundwater and recirculating seawater discharging from the STE

are referred to as submarine groundwater discharge (SGD; e.g.

Michael et al., 2005; Robinson et al., 2007b). Most STE and SGD

research is motivated by the recognition of SGD as a major input

pathway for water constituents to coastal waters, therefore

modifying coastal carbon, nutrient- and trace element cycling

(e.g. Santos et al., 2008; Moore, 2010; Moore et al., 2011; Rodellas

et al., 2015; Ehlert et al., 2016; Lecher et al., 2016; Beck et al., 2017;

Liu et al., 2018b; Moosdorf et al., 2021). Fresh and saline

groundwater undergo major biogeochemical changes in the STE

prior to discharge and STEs are hence considered powerful

biogeochemical reactors (e.g. Moore, 1999; Charette and

Sholkovitz, 2006; Anschutz et al., 2009; Linkhorst et al., 2017).

Despite its importance in many geochemical cycles and budgets, the

interplay between hydrodynamics, geochemical reactions and

microbial transformations in the STE is still poorly understood

(Sawyer et al., 2016; Robinson et al., 2018). SGD research has so far

mostly focused on fluxes rather than processes within the STE,

while the characteristics of the STE as a unique microbial habitat

have only recently received increasing attention (Archana et al.,

2021, Ruiz-González et al., 2021).

STE research has been growing in the past decade. So far, field

studies have mostly been conducted at embayed, sheltered low- or

moderate energy sites that are not exposed to the open sea and have

rather low mean significant wave heights and/or mean tidal ranges.
02
STE study sites that were at least temporally equipped with

observation wells to extract pore-water include, amongst others

(only one reference given per site): Il̂es-de-la-Madeleine, Canada

(Chaillou et al., 2018), Waquoit Bay, USA (Abarca et al., 2013),

Santa Barbara, USA (Goodridge and Melack 2014), Gloucester

Point, USA (Beck et al., 2016), Truc Vert, France (Charbonnier

et al., 2016), Rio Formosa, Portugal (Ibánhez and Rocha, 2016),

Spiekeroog (Beck et al., 2017), Cape Henlopen, USA (Heiss and

Michael, 2014), Greenwich Bay, USA (Addy et al., 2005), Moreton

Bay, Australia (Robinson et al., 2007a), Turkey Point, USA (Santos

et al., 2008), Cockburn Sound, Australia (Loveles and Oldham

2010), Ho Bay, Denmark (Andersen et al., 2007), Argentona,

Spain (Ruiz-González et al., 2021) and Tolo Harbor, Hong Kong

(Liu et al., 2018a). Mostly, investigations were done in the shallow

STE (< 5 m) which is usually sufficient under low to moderate

energy conditions. The only high-energy sites exposed to the open

sea in the list are Santa Barbara, Truc Vert and Spiekeroog, whereby

none of these have, until now, been extensively instrumented.

The state-of-the-art concept of groundwater flow and transport

in a tidally influenced STE is that a saline recirculation cell (upper

saline plume, USP) overlies a freshwater discharge tube (FDT)

overtopping a saltwater wedge (Figure 1). Fresh- and saline SGD

discharge around the mean low water line (MLWL). Although the

transient dynamics of the USP have been recognized (Abarca et al.,

2013; Heiss and Michael, 2014; Liu et al., 2018a) most studies

conceptualize these compartments (USP, FDT and saltwater

wedge) as comparatively stable hydrological features (e.g. Michael

et al., 2005; Robinson et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2007a; Robinson

et al., 2014). Studies from Spiekeroog beach (Waska et al., 2019;

Greskowiak and Massmann, 2021; Grünenbaum et al., 2023),
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however, recently indicated that this might not hold for high-energy

beaches with intensive wave and tidal energy, causing frequent and

substantial sediment relocation, permanently changing the beach

topography. Extensive geochemical analysis of the shallow beach

groundwater in the intertidal zone by Waska et al. (2019) revealed

high spatial heterogeneity related to a runnel and ridge topography.

Results from a numerical groundwater model accounting for

morphodynamics and studying its effect on groundwater flow and

transport suggest that for high-energy conditions with variable

topographies, the salinity distribution in the STE constantly

changes in time and space. SGD is then associated with the

topographic lows, causing saltwater-freshwater interfaces to move

through the entire STE, leading to rather chaotic flow paths

(Greskowiak and Massmann, 2021). Figure 1 visualizes the

difference between the classic “stable” (static topography) and

“transient” (variable topography) case, whereby the salinity

distribution in the latter is a snapshot of the model by Greskowiak

and Massmann (2021). This effect of hydro- and morphodynamics

on subsurface flow and transport under high-energy conditions has
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
so far not been studied in the field and related consequences on

biogeochemical reactions and microbial habitat characteristics have

so far not been explored.

Grünenbaum et al. (2023) applied electrical resistivity

tomography (ERT) supported by direct push (DP) salinity

probing at the northern high-energy beach on Spiekeroog,

covering the intertidal zone and the adjacent upper beach up to

the dune line. Results support findings from the model by

Greskowiak and Massmann (2021), with a salinity distribution

resembling that of Figure 1 (bottom) with a visible separation of

the tidal saltwater circulation cell into several compartments by

topographic highs and lows (see also background in Figure 2). The

effects of the dynamic boundaries appear to propagate tens of

meters into the subsurface under the given high-energy conditions.

Together with the previous biogeochemical studies from the

shallow subsurface of Spiekeroog beach (Beck et al., 2017;

Reckhardt et al., 2017; Waska et al., 2019; Ahrens et al., 2020;

Degenhardt et al., 2020; Ahrens et al., 2021; Degenhardt et al.,

2021a; Degenhardt et al., 2021b; Seibert et al., 2021; Waska et al.,
FIGURE 1

Proposed conceptual model of the STE as a biogeochemical reactor with general features and groundwater salinities (saltwater red, freshwater blue).
Major biogeochemical processes expected along flow paths (#1) and at interfaces (#2) are listed. The current state-of-the-art perception of tidal
STEs with an upper saline plume, a freshwater discharge tube and a saltwater wedge is shown at the top (“stable” case). The contrasting “transient”
case below is based on a model by Greskowiak and Massmann (2021) that suggests that STEs under high-energy conditions function differently:
Stable interfaces likely do not exist and flow paths as indicated by white arrows change constantly. Implications for reactions #1 and #2 and for the
role of the STE as a habitat are unclear.
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2021), the findings published in Greskowiak and Massmann (2021)

and Grünenbaum et al. (2023) provide the conceptual foundation

for the interdisciplinary research project DynaDeep that

commenced in 2021. The aim of this paper is to introduce the

DynaDeep approach and project, with emphasis on the conceptual

idea and hypotheses, the infrastructure installed on Spiekeroog

beach in 2022, the ex-situ sample processing chain and first

results from the site, highlighting the possibilities and direction of

the research envisioned in the coming years.
2 The DynaDeep approach

2.1 Hypothesis and research objectives

The central hypothesis addressed in DynaDeep is that STEs of

high-energy beaches are bioreactors affected by dynamic boundary

conditions propagating deep into the subsurface, leading to strong

spatio-temporal variability of geochemical conditions, thus creating

a unique habitat for adapted microbial communities.

The northern beach of the German barrier island Spiekeroog

was selected as a representative high-energy site to test this

hypothesis. A joint cooperative effort of an interdisciplinary

research team (a so-called “research unit” funded by the German

Research Foundation) is needed to significantly advance the present

understanding of STEs under high-energy conditions that likely

function different than any other deep subsurface habitat.

DynaDeep addresses the following central research questions:
Fron
• Boundary conditions : How do morphodynamics,

hydrodynamics, sediment properties and matter input
tiers in Marine Science 04
control biogeochemical variability and which factor

dominates where in the STE?

• Variability: What are the frequencies and amplitudes of

temporal biogeochemical variability in the STE and how do

they translate into spatial gradients?

• Niche space: Which redox processes overlap or occur

simultaneously, how do they increase the biogeochemical

niche space and how do they translate to functional

diversity of indigenous microbial communities?

• Global relevance: How ubiquitous is the dynamic deep

subsurface bioreactor? How does it communicate back to

coastal ecosystems and geochemical cycles on a global scale?
DynaDeep consists of six scientific subprojects that closely

cooperate and are linked to each other. All projects rely on i) the

infrastructure of the DynaDeep STE observatory established in

2022, ii) coordinated joint field campaigns that commenced in

2022 and a common data pool and iii) joint experimental work as

well as iv) integrative mathematical modelling.
2.2 Relevant processes and parameters
targeted

The biogeochemical processes that are likely influenced by the

dynamic forcings of high-energy beaches that are low in organic

matter (OM) include microbial OM degradation, redox reactions,

mineral dissolution/precipitation and surface adsorption/

desorption (Figure 1). The schematic in Figure 3 further

highlights the most relevant processes and parameters likely

encountered in high-energy STEs that are studied in DynaDeep.
FIGURE 2

Concept of the permanent infrastructure of the DynaDeep STE observatory. The DP strategy for continuous salinity probing and porewater sampling
between dune base and MLWL is indicated by the crosses. The colored background originates from the first ground-based geophysical (ERT)
campaign in 2019 and was added for orientation. The color scheme is similar to Figure 1 (data from Grünenbaum et al., 2023), whereby blue colors
are fresh and red colors saltwater.
frontiersin.org
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Infiltrating seawater supplies oxygen and marine fresh dissolved

organic matter (DOM) with high functional and molecular diversity

to the subsurface (Seidel et al., 2015) that is subsequently mineralized

and reduced along flow paths (e.g. Reckhardt et al., 2015;

Charbonnier et al., 2016). In the STE, this infiltrating seawater

encounters older, mostly anoxic terrestrial groundwater (e.g.

Charette and Sholkovitz, 2006; Reckhardt et al., 2017). Mixing at

the interfaces between the geochemically different seawater and

terrestrial groundwater can trigger the precipitation of Fe(III)-

(hydr)oxides referred to as “iron curtain” (e.g. Charette and

Sholkovitz, 2002) which can act as a geochemical barrier for DOM

and inorganic water constituents that may get adsorbed (e.g.

Linkhorst et al., 2017; Reckhardt et al., 2017). In case of higher OM

contents and microbial sulfate reduction producing sulfide, Fe(III)-

(hydr)oxides may potentially be further transformed to Fe(II)-

sulfides (McAllister et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2019). Depending on the

properties of the STE, relevant redox processes involve oxic

respiration, nitrification, denitrification, anammox, manganese-,

iron- and sulfate reduction and methane production/oxidation.

Metabolic rates of oxic and anoxic respiratory processes are thereby

likely a function of spatial physical and chemical heterogeneities as

well as temporal fluctuations in relation to boundary conditions

(Ahmerkamp et al., 2015; Marchant et al., 2017; Ahmerkamp et al.,

2020). OM, as DOM and particulate organic matter (POM) as the

electron donor for respiratory processes is transformed both

abiotically and microbially in the STE. The mobility of trace

elements such as molybdenum (Mo), uranium (U) or thallium (Tl)

are likewise strongly affected by microbial DOM transformation and

the corresponding redox regime, as well as by mixing of fresh and

saline groundwater causing Fe(II)-mineral formation (Reckhardt

et al., 2017; Ahrens et al., 2021).

The microbial community in the STE is central for the

geochemistry as it catalyses the oxidation of OM. Subsurface
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
sediments typically exhibit a stable redox zonation caused by the

succession of these metabolic pathways with decreasing energy

yields (Froelich et al., 1979; D'Hondt et al., 2004; Engelen and

Cypionka, 2009). The resulting redox environment, in turn, defines

the ecological niche space (Larcombe et al., 2018) for indigenous

microorganisms and shapes their community composition. Given

the transient conditions we propose, the niche space likely increases

due to moving saltwater-freshwater interfaces (Figure 1) and

likewise redox boundaries. We expect this to result in the

formation of a unique microbial habitat that fundamentally differs

from other, more stable deep subsurface environments.
2.3 Expected temporal and spatial scales

The depth where dynamic changes in physico-chemical

parameters (i.e. temperature, salinity, redox conditions) are still

observed is expected to be in the order of several tens of meters at

the Spiekeroog site based on modelling (Greskowiak and

Massmann, 2021, Greskowiak et al. submitted) and the

geophysical results by Grünenbaum et al. (2023). With regard to

the temporal dynamics, we defined the following time scales that we

aim to disentangle within the project:
• tmorph is the time scale on which relevant morphological

changes take place; i.e. beach surface dynamics as a reaction

to tides, storms, and seasons

• tadvect is the porewater residence time

• tsal is the frequency of the salinity variation (and variation

in other parameters differing between the marine and

terrestrial endmember, for example DOM-type)

• treact is the scale of a specific reaction (defined here as the

electron acceptor half-life time for redox reactions)
FIGURE 3

Conceptual depiction of processes and properties in the STE biogeochemical reactor expected under high-energy conditions and their allocation
between solid (yellow) and aqueous (blue) phase. Note that this figure is schematic and not meant to show processes in a particular pore. P1-P6
denote the different DynaDeep subprojects focussing on specific aspects. POM, particulate organic matter; DOM, dissolved organic matter; TEAPs,
terminal electron acceptors. Green arrows are associated with DOM.
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Fron
• tredox is the time scale on which redox conditions vary

• tadapt is the time for the microbial community to adapt to

changing conditions
Figure 4 shows their expected ranges for high-energy beaches

like Spiekeroog that are low in OM. Based on preliminary work on

Spiekeroog (“transient” model, Greskowiak and Massmann, 2021)

we expect tmorph to vary largely depending on the event (i.e. waves

to extreme stormfloods), whereby effects of the less frequent major

events like stormfloods will naturally be much larger and reach

deeper. tadvect generally increases with depth, however at exfiltration
zones decades old water can also be expected at shallow depths as

observed by Grünenbaum et al. (2020b). The magnitudes of tsal and
tredox are difficult to estimate; so far time-series of the first model

attempt are the only way of approximating tsal (Greskowiak and

Massmann, 2021) and tredox (Greskowiak et al. submitted) and

indicate that these may be in the order of weeks to months. For treact
values for sandy sediments were taken from literature and

preliminary work (e.g., Kim et al., 2019; Seibert et al., 2019b).

Finally tadapt is likely to be in the order of hours to days (Zhou et al.,

2023). One of the outcomes of DynaDeep will be to identify whether

the estimates as shown in Figure 4 are realistic, how they are

connected through adaptation and relaxation processes, and how

they transfer to other high-energy sites.
2.4 The DynaDeep observatory and
research strategy

The DynaDeep STE observatory and research strategy was

conceptualized to identify the temporal and spatial scales

(Figure 4) of proposed flow and transport processes (Figure 1) as

well as (bio)geochemical reactions and respective rates (Figure 3) as

explained above. The DynaDeep approach combines regular beach
tiers in Marine Science 06
sampling campaigns with permanent monitoring, off-site analytics,

experimental work and numerical modelling. When referring to the

DynaDeep STE observatory within this paper, emphasis is on the

introduction of the permanent infrastructure and sampling events

on site that will feed into the off-site ex-situ laboratory and

modelling work.

The permanent infrastructure of the DynaDeep STE

observatory as well as the envisaged locations for DP porewater

sampling and electrical conductivity (EC) logging is illustrated in

the conceptual Figure 2. A pole near the low water line continuously

measures hydrodynamic and weather parameters. Beach and swash

zone facing cameras mounted on the pole in combination with

drone surveys provide high-resolution information on the tides,

wave run-up and morphodynamics of the beach system. The

groundwater salinity distribution is mapped regularly

(approximately every six weeks) by DP vertical soundings

accompanied by ground-based hydrogeophysics. Multi-level

observation wells allow for regular groundwater sampling as well

as sensor installation to generate high frequency time-resolved

physical and hydrochemical data. During well installation,

sediment cores were collected for microbiological, petrological

and geochemical analyses as well as for laboratory experimental

studies. A vertical electrode chain (SAMOS, see Grinat et al., 2010)

complements regular 2D geophysical imaging and monitors

electrical conductivities (as bulk ECs) in its surrounding with

higher temporal resolution. A shipping container provides an

information platform for the public and allows storage

of equipment.

Quarterly DP sampling delivers dense spatial information of

groundwater hydrochemistry as indicated in Figure 2 (crosses). A

large suite of parameters is analyzed in the laboratory, ranging from

environmental tracers, redox indicators and organic water

constituents, trace elements and metal isotopes to microbial

proxies and key-organisms. These regular sampling events are
FIGURE 4

Expected time scales for the high-energy beach of Spiekeroog.
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accompanied by additional campaigns depending on hydrological

(e.g. tidal cycle, storm surge) and biological (e.g. algal bloom)

boundary conditions in the scope of the project. Sediments are

repeatedly retrieved with the DP to analyze geochemical rates and

parameters as well as microbial community compositions and

metabolic functions. Selected samples are transferred to the

laboratory to be used for joint experiments. Numerical reactive

transport modelling further uses field and laboratory data generated

to simulate the transient groundwater flow and transport and

accompanying hydrobiogeochemical processes that occur in high-
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
energy beaches. The different infrastructural elements of the

DynaDeep observatory in the field are listed in Table 1 and

further explained in detail in chapter 4.
3 Spiekeroog Island

The core field site of DynaDeep is located on Spiekeroog, a

barrier island at the southern North Sea coast in North-Western

Germany (Figure 5). Spiekeroog extends ~10 km in west-to-east
TABLE 1 Overview on elements of the DynaDeep observatory, sensors deployed/parameter analyzed, sampling frequencies and types of sampling.

Element Sensor/Parameter Sampling type Logging/sampling fre-
quency

Pole Camera
Tidal wave recorder (sea-level)
Weather station (wind speed, -direction, air temperature, -pressure, precipitation,
illuminance)

Pictures
Logging

Every 10 minutes
5 Hertz to 1 minute

Drones, GPS Topography Pictures, data Every 6 weeks

SAMOS
electrode chain

Electrical conductivity/salinity Logging Every 12 hours

Ground-based
geophysics

Electrical conductivity/salinity 2D imaging Every 6 weeks

Push point
locations

Electrical conductivity/salinity
major ions, nutrients, redox indicators, organic water constituents, trace elements, metal
isotopes, microbial proxies and key-organisms

DP probing
DP water sampling

Quarterly
Quarterly
(alternating)

Observation
wells

Pressure, electrical conductivity/salinity, temperature (all wells)
Dissolved oxygen, nitrate, CDOM, FDOM (some wells)
Major ions, nutrients, redox indicators, organic water constituents, trace elements,
stable isotopes, microbial proxies and key-organisms

Logging
Logging
Water sampling with
pump

Every 5 minutes
Every 5 minutes
Every 6 weeks

Sediment coring Geochemical composition, mineral phases, microbial community structure, metabolic
functions

Drilling by external
company and DP

2 deep cores and individual
smaller campaigns

Container Information platform and storage facility at the site
FIGURE 5

Map of Spiekeroog Island at the German coastline, featuring sandy dunes (dark grey areas, after Röper et al., 2013), urban areas (black hatched area)
and the main freshwater lens in the west as well as developing young freshwater lenses in the east (blue lines, based on Tronicke et al., 1999 and
Holt et al., 2017). Monitoring wells (white diamonds) and production wells (black triangles) are operated by the local water supplier and were
sampled in groundwater studies by Röper et al. (2012), Seibert et al. (2018, 2019b) and Reckhardt et al. (2021). The DynaDeep study site (black square
in top figure) is located at the northern beach.
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direction and the maximum north-to-south extent is ~2.3 km. The

island was chosen as the study site for several reasons: The north-

facing beach is characterized by high-energy, meso-tidal conditions

(tidal range ~2.7 m, WSV 2017) and exposed to predominant wave

directions from northwest with mean significant wave heights of

1.4 m (Herrling and Winter, 2015). Moreover, since Spiekeroog

belongs to the Wadden Sea National Park of Lower Saxony, the

anthropogenic influence is relatively small, ensuring that a near-

natural system is investigated. The site has the further advantage

that it has previously been studied with regard to the shallow beach

subsurface (e.g., Beck et al., 2017; Waska et al., 2019; Ahrens et al.,

2020; Grünenbaum et al., 2020a; Ahrens et al., 2021; Waska et al.,

2021; Grünenbaum et al., 2020b, Degenhardt et al., 2020;

Degenhardt et al., 2021a, Degenhardt et al., 2021b) as well as the

freshwater end-member (i.e., freshwater lens) underneath the island

(Röper et al., 2012; Seibert et al., 2018; Seibert et al., 2019b;

Reckhardt et al., 2021; Seibert et al., 2021), which is also used for

local drinking water production (Figure 6).

Marine and aeolian processes have strongly shaped and

transformed Spiekeroog over the past centuries. Today, a dune

arc with a succession of white, grey to brown dunes characterizes

the central western inhabited part of the island (Pollmann et al.,

2018, Figure 5). The eastern part, called ‘Ostplate’, evolved during

the past decades and shows the formation of white and grey dunes

as well as widespread saltmarshes (Röper et al., 2013). The geology

of the island is dominated by fine- to coarse-grained sands,

originating from Pliocene, Pleistocene and Holocene (compare

Röper et al., 2012; Röper et al., 2013, and references therein).
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Locally, embedded layers of gravel, clay, peat and shales are

found (Sindowski, 1970; Seibert et al., 2019a). A specific feature

of Spiekeroog is a continuous clay layer that exists below the main

dune area at approximately 40 mbsl (m below sea-level) with a

varying thickness of 1.5 to 15 m (Röper et al., 2012).

The DynaDeep observatory forms part of the so called

Spiekeroog Coastal Observatory (SCO), a scientific infrastructure

that bundles all research elements on and around the island (Zielinski

et al., 2022). The SCO is a long-term research site, which has been

part of LTER-D (German Long-Term Ecosystem Research) since

2018. It is oriented towards interdisciplinary ecosystem-level research

at the land-sea realm and combines physical, biological, and

geochemical long-term observations as well as various project

studies. Its infrastructure includes a Time Series Station in the tidal

channel south-west of Spiekeroog that is part of the Coastal

Observing System for the Northern and Arctic Seas (COSYNA)

network (Baschek et al., 2017). The SCO has provided quality-

controlled data of hydrographic and meteorological parameters

within online databases since 2002 and will allocate important

baseline information to DynaDeep. DynaDeep can also rely on

experiences gained in relation to SCO’s role as an educational

platform fostering the dialogue with the public, e.g. through

exhibitions in the National Park Centre Wittbülten or various

citizen science projects. While DynaDeep profits substantially from

the LTER-D network and infrastructure, the SCO Spiekeroog LTER-

D site is in turn further strengthened and complemented with the

DynaDeep STE observatory. DynaDeep can hence build on a well-

established network of local and regional partners such as the
FIGURE 6

DynaDeep study site (compare inlet Figure 5) with location and images of permanent infrastructure: Pole (black cross in the water, B, C), multi-level
wells ML1-ML3 (blue, green and red circles, B–D), SAMOS electrode chain (black cross, E), information platform/container (blue rectangle, G).
Location of the regular campaign based measurements with the direct push (denoted DP, small circles in A, F), infiltration transect (IT) (May 2022),
ERT profile location and drone flight area (A, entire area). The orthophoto in the basemap of the extent of the drone area was assembled from 503
drone images taken on 25.10.2022 at low tide at 4.44 pm and 70 m height. The position of the mean water line (MWL) and mean high water line
(MHWL) on the beach on 25.10.2022 based on the ten year (2010-2020) water level average of the Pegel Wangerooge Nord (pegelonline, 2022) are
indicated as white lines.
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National Park Administration and the National Park Centre

Wittbülten with its research infrastructure, including modern

laboratory facilities and apartments for scientists on Spiekeroog.
4 Elements of the DynaDeep
STE observatory

The DynaDeep sampling and monitoring network was

successfully installed at the beach of Spiekeroog in 2022, thus

creating a unique high-energy beach STE observatory. It consists

of several elements that were introduced conceptually in Figure 2

and Table 1 and are presented in more detail in the following. In the

supplementary, a video filmed from the drone during a DynaDeep

campaign in August 2022 is provided, showing the groundwater

wells (blue), the SAMOS electrode chain (orange), the DP drilling

device, DynaDeep scientists at work and the drilling of ML3 from a

ship that fell dry in the intertidal zone as well as the pole near the

water line. Figure 6A is a map illustrating the final location of the
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different elements of the observatory at the study site at the

northern beach of Spiekeroog (see square at Figure 5), with

images of the pole (B, C), multi-level groundwater wells (B, C,

D), SAMOS electrode chain (E), DP device (F) and information

platform/container (G).
4.1 Pole, cameras and drones

The visual flagship of the DynaDeep measuring field is a ~7,5 m

high pole located in the intertidal zone above the MLWL, which was

constructed by the workshop of the coastal authorities of Lower

Saxony (NLWKN). The steel pole has a diameter of 30 cm and a

total length of 12 m up to the small platform (Figure 7). It was jetted

into the sand to a depth of ~4.5 m from an NLWKN ship during

high-tide. Powered by solar panels and a wind generator, an

ultrasonic wave recorder provides measurements of water levels

and wave heights. Also weather information (wind speed and –

direction, air temperature, relative humidity, air pressure,
FIGURE 7

Technical elements of the pole.
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precipitation amount and illuminance) is continuously collected,

transmitted, and displayed on the project website. Beach cameras

are mounted on the pole to derive high frequency information on

the beach state (Blossier et al., 2017) and wave dynamics (e.g.

Montaño et al., 2020). In combination with drones, terrestrial GPS

surveys, and 3-D lidar measurements, the beach morphological and

sedimentological states are monitored with high spatial and

temporal resolution.

Regu l a r obse rva t ions o f the morpho log i ca l and

sedimentological state of Spiekeroog beach started in March 2022

after a preliminary campaign in December 2021. The beach

topography data is retrieved from various sets of drone aerial

images taken from 80 m height during (or close to) low tide

(Figure 6). Each set of aerial images contains between 300 and

600 high resolution photos that are stitched together using

photogrammetry software (Agisoft Metashape Pro). When

meteorological conditions are unsuitable for drone flights, manual

Real-Time-Kinematic (RTK) Differential GPS-surveys are

performed for measuring beach profiles. Sediment samples are

routinely taken from 10 spots distributed along the central

transect (A-A’ in Figure 6, extended into the dunes) of the beach

and analyzed for sedimentological parameters.
4.2 Sediment drilling, groundwater well
installation and sampling

Three multi-level observation well nests (Figure 6D) were

installed on the beach along a ~200 m long transect

perpendicular to the shore (orange line A-A’ in Figure 6). One

multi-level well nest was installed close to the dune base (ML1), one

near the mean high water line (MHWL, ML2) and one near the

mean water line (ML3), at the time of installation close to the mean

low water line (MLWL) due to a rather steep slope of the lower

beach at the time. Figures 6B, C show ML3 at low and high tide

respectively. Each multi-level observation well nest consists of four

separate observation wells made of PVC (ø 5.08 cm). The 1 m long

well screens (slot size 0.3 mm) were placed at ~ 6 m, 12 m, 18 m and

24 m below the ground surface (mbgs) at the time at each location.

During the well installation, the direct surrounding from ~0.5 m

below to one meter above the filter screen was filled with filter gravel

(ø 0.7-1.2 mm) followed by 1 m of bentonite on top to act as flow

barrier. The remaining borehole was refilled with the ambient sand

from drilling. An eight-inch PVC casing surrounds the well nests

and protects the wells against destruction. At ML3, small holes were

drilled into the bottom of the outer casing to avoid floating and to

allow water to flow out of the casing when the tide falls. All

individual wells are equipped with CTD data loggers to measure

pressure, electrical conductivity (EC) and temperature (T; EC & T

by Driesen & Kern GmbH, Pressure & T by Eigenbrodt GmbH

& Co).

The well installation was carried out by a company with a rotary

drilling rig (Nordmeyer DSB 1-6). ML1, ML2 and the SAMOS

installation (see below) were drilled in May 2022 from land. For

drilling of ML3 in the intertidal zone, a drilling ship was deployed

(see video in Supplementary). The ship had two pole anchors that
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allowed it to move up and down with the tides while remaining on a

stable position (see graphical abstract). For the drilling the same

equipment as for ML1 and ML2 was used, whereby drilling was

done through a hole at the bottom of the drilling ship. As weather

conditions had to be very calm, drilling was performed later in

August 2022, when conditions were feasible.

Prior to the installation of ML1 and ML2, a continuous 24 m

long undisturbed core was taken at the respective sites by dry

drilling following DIN EN ISO 22475-1. The core pieces of 1 m

length (PVC liner, ø 10 cm) were directly transported to the

laboratories of the National Park Centre Wittbülten on

Spiekeroog using a hand wagon. Here, liners were cut into halves

of 0.5 m each on the same day and sampled at the preserved middle

part of the core piece. One sample aliquot was immediately added to

20% Zn-Acetate solution for later analysis of total reduced

inorganic sulfur (TRIS) and sulfur isotopic composition. Another

aliquot was kept frozen until freeze drying for subsequent bulk

analyses and leaching experiments. Bulk geochemical analyses

include total C and S, total inorganic C as well as the major and

trace element composition. Additionally, 1 ml samples were taken

for microbial cell count and community analysis and OM substrate

characterization. For molecular analyses of microbial communities,

the sediment was sampled with sterile cut-off syringes and frozen

immediately at -20°C. Additionally, 2 cm3 of sediment were mixed

with RNA-protect and frozen at -80°C. For cell counts 0.5 cm3

sediment were fixed in 1 ml glutardialdehyde (3%). After an

incubation for one hour, the fixative was washed off and the

samples were stored at -20°C before they were stained with

SybrGreen and counted using epifluorescence microscopy. A

further 2 cm3 of sediment obtained was fixed overnight at 4°C

using 1.5% paraformaldehyde (PFA). Samples were cleaned three

times using ethanol and sterile filtered seawater solution (1:1, v/v)

and stored in the same solution at -20° C for later CARD-FISH

analysis. 20 cm3 of sediment corresponding to the well depths were

added into serum bottles, degassed with N2 and topped up with

sterile-filtered-degassed pore water obtained from same depth and

sampling location in order to determine nitrogen cycling, sulfate

reduction and methane cycling rates using stable isotope tracers.

The sediment cores were subsequently transported to the ICBM

laboratories in Wilhelmshaven for further processing (see below).

Since well installation, groundwater from all 12 observation

wells has been regularly sampled (in a 6-weeks interval) using a

submersible pump (Eijkelkamp, Tauchpumpe “Gigant”). At each

campaign, in-situ parameters are measured in a flow-through cell

connected to the sampling tube and a WTW 3630 IDS multi-sensor

device to avoid exposure to oxygen (O2). The obtained field

parameters are EC, redox potential, O2 concentration and

saturation, pH and temperature. Samples are preserved for

further analysis in the laboratories, whereby nutrient, major ion/

metal, Mo and Fe isotope/rare earth element (REE) samples are

filtered through 0.2 μm polyethersulfone (PES) filters into cleaned

HDPE bottles and preserved by acidification (metal/REE samples)

and HgCl2 poisoning (nutrient samples), respectively. Samples for

ion chromatography (IC) measurements of chloride and sulfate,

and alkalinity titration are similarly filtered into high-density

polyethylene (HDPE) vials and then kept cool and dark until
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analysis a few days after sampling. Water for concentration and

isotope analysis of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and nitrous

oxide is preserved using HgCl2 and stored in glass vials. Water for

concentration analysis of methane is preserved with copper chloride

and stored in glass vials. H2S and S-isotope samples are added to

polyethylene (PE) vials containing 5% Zn-Acetate solution and

samples for water isotope analysis are filled into small glas vials.

Water samples for quantification and molecular characterization of

DOM are filtered (pre-combusted glass fiber filters, Whatman GFF,

0.7 μm) and acidified to pH2 (HCl, ultrapure grade). For molecular

analyses of the microbial communities and for cell counts 600 ml

porewater are sampled. Samples are transported to the laboratories

for further analysis (see below).
4.3 SAMOS and ground-based geophysics

The saltwater monitoring system (SAMOS) developed by the

Leibniz Institute for Applied Geophysics (Grinat et al., 2010) quasi-

continuously measures the bulk EC just above the MHWL by means

of a 20 m long vertical electrode chain (Figures 6, 8). The

measurements allow depth-differentiated monitoring of the

groundwater salinity (Ronczka et al., 2020) and thus provide

information on the location of the saltwater-freshwater interfaces,

but are restricted to a single location. Contrarily, surface ERT allows

for 2D imaging, but is limited in vertical resolution. An ERT cross-

shore transect (see red line in Figure 6) is measured every six weeks

using a multi-electrode instrument with 2 electrode chains of each

32 electrodes, evenly spaced in 2.5 m distance (Figure 8). The use of

a multi-gradient array (Dahlin and Zhou, 2004) allows the 320 m

long layout to penetrate the subsurface down to a depth of

about 40 m.

The data analysis is described in more detail in Grünenbaum

et al. (2023), presenting a pre-study for the DynaDeep project at the

same location. Geostatistical operators (Hermans et al., 2012) are

used for regularizing the inverse problem of reconstructing the EC

distribution from the number of about 3000 to 4000 single

measurements. DP data are used to constrain the model and

improve the reliability of the subsurface image, particularly at

greater depths where resolution is low (Wunderlich et al., 2018).
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4.4 Direct Push scientific drilling, bulk EC
logging and groundwater sampling

A 7822DT drilling device from Geoprobe® (Figure 6F) was

purchased from the European Geoprobe® distributor based in

Belgium to be stationed on the island to enable regular sampling

events throughout the project. It is a mobile drilling device capable

to carry out a wide range of measurements, perform sediment

samplings and enable the construction of small groundwater wells

by either hammering or auger drilling. The DynaDeep DP drilling

device runs on rubber tracks, has a Kubota four-cylinder turbodiesel

engine, can be equipped with a variety of gear for the desired

application, and is operated mainly autonomously. It was modified

to be able to pull a small car trailer with additional material on the

beach. As Spiekeroog is part of the Wadden Sea National Park,

special requirements apply for drilling, e.g. the hydraulics had to be

converted to the use of biodegradable oil.

For the DynaDeep project, the following four systems are

applied: Probes for EC and HPT (Hydraulic Profiling Tool)

measurements as well as groundwater and sediment sampling

systems. The focus of the regular field campaigns in the

DynaDeep project is on EC measurements and groundwater

sampling, alternately performed every six weeks. With the help of

the DP, groundwater samples are taken at regular (mostly 3 m)

intervals to depths of up to 24 m, and continuous depth profiles of

EC are recorded in ~ 15 cm steps. Compared to the permanently

installed groundwater monitoring wells, the DP enables depth-

differentiated sampling that is spatially flexible, but does not allow

for continuous data logging.

The extraction of the groundwater is done with the GWP 1.75’’

probe and is adjoined to 4 feet long single rods. The probe has a

length of 10 cm with 20 openings protected by steel screens. It

operates with a 2-way hose system with one inlet for flushing and

one outlet for sampling. Flushing is necessary to avoid clogging of

the filter screens during drilling. Distilled water is constantly

pumped through the probe during hammering and used to

ensure a large contrast to the surrounding medium. Around 50 L

of distilled water are needed for the sampling of one station over

24 m. Before porewater sampling, flushing is stopped and the flow

reversed. Usually, around 2 L are pumped until the EC has reached
FIGURE 8

Schematic view of the geophysical measurements along the cross-shore transect (Figure 6), illustrated by exemplary sensitivity distributions: SAMOS
installation (daily sequence) for depth probing with 20 cm electrode spacing, surface ERT layout with 128 electrodes spaced 2.5m along with DP
probe lowered in 5 cm steps (6-week sequence). A and B denote current injection, M and N potential electrodes.
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a constant value to ensure that uncontaminated ambient

groundwater is sampled. Groundwater samples are processed for

further analyses in the same way as those taken from the permanent

wells (see above).

For bulk EC measurements, the probe is connected via a cable

to a separate control unit. The probe is checked for functioning

before and after each measurement within predefined parameters. It

measures the voltage between two poles about 10 cm apart and

relates this voltage to the incoming voltage. This divergence is used

to calculate the resistance and thus the corresponding bulk EC of

the surrounding medium. The DP vertical soundings in

combination with ground-based hydrogeophysics (see above) thus

allow the temporal and spatial localization of the dynamic

saltwater-freshwater interfaces in the subsurface.

Furthermore, depth-differentiated sediment samples with a

length of 4 feet and a diameter of 1.4 inch can be obtained with

the drilling device. Rods with 2.25’’ diameter are required for

sediment sampling. Sampling is done only at the bottom of the

targeting depth. To reach the required depth without

contamination, an inner-rod is placed into each outer-rod. Only

at the last step the inner-rod is left out to obtain the desired sample.

Sediment sampling is only done in specific campaigns, mainly to

retrieve fresh sediment for experimental work (see below).
4.5 Surface sediment sampling at the
infiltration zone

Surface sediments of the infiltration zone are sampled every two

months. Along four locations (IT1-4, Figure 6) and down to 1 m

depth O2 distribution, O2 consumption rates and total organic

carbon (TOC) content as a function of morphodynamics, POM

filtration efficiency and seasonal changes of sea water O2 and

particulate organic carbon (POC) concentrations are determined.

Groundwater samples are extracted from shallow depths using

porewater lances, followed by determination of O2 concentrations

in a flow through cell (Pyroscience OXFTC). Additionally,

continuous in-situ measurements are carried out using sensor

probes (Pyroscience OXROB/OXROBSC) buried for several tidal

cycles. Sediment from the infiltration zone is retrieved by first

removing and sampling 5 cm layers by hand down to 15 cm depth

and thereafter by inserting a 90 cm long push core (3.5 cm

diameter) down to 1 m depth. Sediments are sampled for

chemical and grain size analysis as described below and further

used to conduct O2 consumption rate measurements on the

same day.
4.6 Information platform/container

A standard 20’ high cube (HC) container is stationed at the

dune base on the beach from April to October and at Wittbülten

from October to April during the storm season. Loading rails allow

for the DP to drive into the container for safe storage between

campaigns. Additional equipment like a ladder to reach the pole

and geophysical equipment are also stored in the container. Three
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project partners, the project itself and the pole (Figure 6G). A QR

code provides a link to a section of the DynaDeep webpage with

brief information in plain language for the public (https://uol.de/en/

icbm/dynadeep/summary). Similar information on the project and

the SAMOS electrode chain is available at its outer orange casing all

year round (Figure 6E). In addition, the container serves as a

meeting point for the half-hour “beach walks” that regularly

accompany the field campaigns and are led by a researcher from

the DynaDeep team. These walks are part of the public outreach

measures of the project and are announced online and in the

local newspaper.
4.7 Ex situ sample processing and analytics

The sediment cores retrieved during well installation were cut

open and described geologically at the ICBM laboratories in

Wilhelmshaven in summer 2022. Samples were taken from the

cores in accordance to sediment layering. Samples are analyzed for

grain size and particle shape distribution at Christian-Albrechts-

University Kiel (CAU) grainsize laboratory. For bulk sediment

analyses, freeze-dried sediments are homogenized in an agate

mill. Total C, and S and inorganic C are then determined using

the CS analyser CS580 (Eltra). Total organic carbon is calculated as

the difference between total C and total inorganic C. The total major

element composition is determined by x-ray fluorescence analysis

on glass beads. Sediment leaching (0.5 MHCl, 1 h; Kostka & Luther,

1994) and total digestion produce solutions, which are analyzed for

major and trace element and DOM composition with the same

analytical techniques as outlined for groundwater samples below.

Total reduced inorganic sulfur (essentially pyrite) is analyzed

spectrophotometrically after chemical extraction (Cline, 1969;

Fossing and Jørgensen, 1989), and d34S is determined by means

of gas mass spectrometry as described by Koebsch et al. (2019).

Furthermore, SEM-EDX is used for sediment mineral identification

and imaging at Leibniz Institute for Baltic Sea Research (IOW,

Böttcher et al., 2012).

Additionally, shallow sediment samples are regularly taken in

the infiltration zone (infiltration transect, Figure 6) and analyzed for

TOC, chlorophyll a, labile iron(II) and C/N. For TOC analysis, the

samples are dried (60°C), ground and acidified (HCl 20%) and TOC

content is measured in a CS analyzer (Eltra CS 800). For chlorophyll

a determination, an extraction with acetone is performed and the

concentration in the extraction solutions is determined

spectrophotometrically (Jeffrey and Humphrey, 1975). The labile

Fe fraction is extracted with 0.5 M HCl (Voelz et al., 2019). Iron(II)

and the total extracted Fe is measured spectrophotometrically using

an improved Ferrozine method (Viollier et al., 2000). Further, for C/

N analysis, the fine fraction of the sediments is washed out with

purified water and filtered onto 0.7 μm GF/F filters. C/N content of

the fine fraction is analyzed in a CHNSO analyser (Hekatech

Euro EA).

The preserved groundwater samples retrieved from the

observation wells and the DP are further processed and analyzed

for a large suite of parameters. Major ions, Si, Mn and Fe are
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measured at the ICBM, Oldenburg, by inductively coupled plasma

optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES, Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Cl- and SO 2−
4 are determined in the laboratory by a Metrohm 883

ICplus ion chromatograph. Nitrogen species (NOx, NO
 −
2 , NH

 +
4 ) are

measured by photometric methods using the Multiscan GO

Microplate Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and the

EasyChem Plus discrete analysers (AMS-SYSTEA) and the methods

described by Schnetger and Lehners (2014) and Benesch and

Mangelsdorf (1972), respectively. Total alkalinity is determined by

acid titration (Reckhardt et al., 2015).

Further, trace metals, REE and P are measured with a triple

quadrupole inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-

MS, Thermo Fisher Scientific). To decipher respective processes

leading to transformations, isotope fingerprinting (d56Fe, d98Mo)

complement element analyses in porewater and sediments. Mo and

Fe isotopes are analyzed by multi-collector inductively coupled

mass spectrometry (MC-ICP-MS) at GEOMAR, Kiel and ICBM,

Oldenburg, respectively. At IOW, dissolved sulfide is measured

spectrophometrically (Cline, 1969), stable O and H isotopes are

measured via cavity ring-down spectroscopy (Böttcher and

Schmiedinger, 2021), the concentration and stable isotope

composition of dissolved inorganic C by means of gasbench-gas

mass spectrometry coupling (Winde et al., 2014), and the S and O

isotopes of dissolved SO4 is done on precipitated BaSO4 as

described by Koebsch et al. (2019). Dissolved organic carbon

(DOC) and total dissolved nitrogen (TDN) are quantified through

high-temperature catalytic oxidation using a Shimadzu TOC-

VCPH instrument with a nitrogen unit at ICBM. The molecular

composition of DOM is characterized via ultra-high-resolution

Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry at

ICBM (FT-ICR-MS; Seidel et al., 2015). Stable and radiocarbon

isotopes (d13C and D14C) of DOM in selected samples further

delineate sources and transformations of OM (Beck et al., 2017)

and are analyzed via isotope ratio mass spectrometry (Finnigan

MAT 253 IRMS) at IOW, and accelerator mass spectrometry (mini

carbon dating system, MICADAS) at the Alfred-Wegener-Institute

(AWI) Bremerhaven, respectively. Microbiological methods include

the quantification of microbial cells and next-generation sequencing

of 16S rRNA genes and transcripts, accompanied by metagenome

and -transcriptome analyses to identify metabolic functions. In the

laboratory, 57.6 ml porewater are fixed with 2.4 ml glutardialdehyde

(25%) and frozen at -20°C after an incubation of 1 hour. 250 ml

porewater are filtered with polycarbonate filters with 0.1 μm pore

size (pre-filtered with 3 μm pore size) and the filters are frozen at

-20°C for a subsequent DNA extraction. Filtration is repeated

likewise and the filters are stored in RNA-protect at -80°C for

RNA-extraction.
4.8 Rate measurements and experimental
laboratory work

In order to better constrain how processes, rates and microbial

communities change in response to the varying biogeochemical

conditions caused by the movement of saltwater-freshwater and

redox interfaces, various additional ex-situ experiments are
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conducted. For example, sediment is incubated in flow through

reactors (FTRs); in these systems porewater flow and therefore

solute concentrations/redox concentrations through the sediment

can be tightly controlled and manipulated to observe biotic and

abiotic responses. The ability to resample sediment via DP drilling

and obtain porewater from multiple locations means that such

experimental work can be carried out in an iterative fashion.

At shallow depths, the first steps of the redox cascade (O2, NO
 −
3 ,

and Mn and Fe oxide consumption) and temperature fluctuations

are expected to be more relevant, whereas we assume that

conditions will generally be more reducing (anoxic, sulfidic) due

to net microbial sulfate reduction with little temperature changes at

greater depths (Greskowiak et al. submitted). Salinity fluctuations

are, however, expected throughout the entire STE (Greskowiak and

Massmann, 2021). Experiments are first conducted to determine

steady-state rates as base-line information and later to investigate

transient conditions. We hypothesize that rates will be higher at

shallow depths and lower in the deep subsurface. At depth,

conventional FTRs may be impractical, as to see a change

between the inlet and outlet, either very long retention times or

very long cores would be needed. Therefore, so-called slurry

incubations are used instead. The various planned incubation

setups are depicted in Figure 9.

FTR with constant flow through (FTRcon) is the typical setup to

measure microbial reactions under constant advective conditions.

Ambient porewater is continuously pumped through the FTR filled

with permeable sediment from the field site to reach realistic flow

velocities. The concentration difference between inlet and outlet and

the residence time of the water in the FTR determine the reaction

rate (Rao et al., 2007). For FTR with reverse flow (FTRrev) permeable

sediment is rapidly flushed with water to produce similar initial

redox conditions throughout the sediment column. The change in

concentration over time is subsequently measured in subsamples

slowly extracted by reverse pumping. In FTRrev, reaction rates can

be determined as a function of bulk concentrations, which allows

studying especially the overlapping consumption of different

electron acceptors (Marchant et al., 2014). FTR for stagnant

incubation (FTRstag) is envisaged for deeper sediments where rates

are expected to decrease by several orders of magnitude. In order to

detect such low rates, the retention time of the porewater in the FTR

has to be greatly increased. Here, FTRs are first flushed with

ambient water and then sealed for the time of the incubation,

which may last up to several days. To prevent O2 contamination,

sealed FTRs are placed in degassed water. After incubation, the

altered porewater is retrieved quickly which minimizes O2

contamination. Lastly, sediment is transferred to vials for slurry

incubations, topped with groundwater from the same depth and

incubated. Subsamples are taken over time. When low rates are

expected, the time intervals can be up to several days. Unlike FTR

incubations, the liquid and solid phases are not separated. Slurry

incubations are thus recommended when also the solid phase needs

to be processed as in case of sulfate reduction rate measurements

(Røy et al., 2014).

First experimental results reported on below were conducted to

compare aerobic respiration rates from flow through reactors

(FTRcon and FTRrev, Figure 9) and slurry incubations.
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Experiments were conducted with sediments retrieved from shallow

depths taken at the infiltration transect (Figure 6A) in May and

August 2022. The top 15 cm were subsampled in 3 horizons (0-5, 5-

10 and 10-15 cm) and incubated with 0.2 μm filtered air-saturated

seawater at temperatures of 21-24°C. For slurry incubations,

sediments (6-8 ml) were filled into gastight vials (Labco

Exetainer® 12 ml) equipped with O2 sensor spots (Pyroscience,

OXSP5) and incubated in duplicate (May) or triplicate (August) in

the dark on a rotating wheel to mimic natural groundwater flow.

The FTR setup and incubations are described in detail in

Ahmerkamp et al. (2020). In short, FTRs (diameter: 9 cm) were

filled with sediment up to a height of 18 cm. Flow was driven by a

peristaltic pump (ISMATEC, Reglo ICC 4408) generating porewater

velocities from 16-70 μm/s. O2 concentrations at the in- and outlet

of the cores were measured in flow through cells (Pyroscience,

TOFTC2). For each sediment layer, duplicate experiments were

conducted. In the FTRcon setup, incubations were performed at 3

different porewater velocities and rates were determined from
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steady state O2 readings at in- and outlet (Figure 9, FTRcon). In

the FTRrev setup, incubations were performed under non-steady

state conditions by feeding the reactor with air saturated seawater

under fast porewater velocities (1 mm/s, pump: Masterflex L/S) and

subsequently extracting the porewater by slow reverse pumping (5-

6 μm/s).
4.9 Flow and reactive transport modelling

SEAWAT (Langevin et al., 2008) is first applied to simulate

density dependent groundwater flow and transport, whereby due to

the complexity of the system, the expectation is rather to replicate

general patterns than exact data matching. The code PHT3D (Post

& Prommer, 2007) is further used to simulate the transient

biogeochemical processes. Numerical reactive transport modelling

builds on field and laboratory data obtained from the site and is

essential for the integration and interpretation of DynaDeep results.
FIGURE 9

Overview on different incubation setups for experimental determination of transformation rates. O2 is measured with optodes.
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It allows for validation of the developed working hypotheses on the

overall functioning of the deep STE biogeochemical reactor. For

example, the effect of morphodynamics on subsurface flow and

transport was previously tested in a model by Greskowiak and

Massmann (2021). It was further transferred into a reactive

transport model simulating the primary terminal electron

acceptor processes, aerobic respiration, and nitrate, iron and

sulfate reduction (Greskowiak et al. submitted) before depth-

resolved field data was even available. This was done in order to

obtain an up-front estimate of the redox change time-scales tredox
within the STE depending on the various dynamic boundary

conditions. Modelling hence also guided the planning of

experiments and field campaigns at an early project stage by

conducting preliminary simulations. Modelling of experiments

further allows for a transfer of the experimentally derived

parameterization to the field scale model. The implementation

and parameterization of processes is constantly updated and

revised based on the new findings to mimic real-life conditions as

best as possible.
5 First results from the Spiekeroog
high-energy beach

5.1 Hydrodynamics and meteorology

The measuring pole provides a stable fixing point in seven

meters height above the beach surface for high resolution field

observations. High resolution data of the sea level is now available,

together with the local meteorological parameters (Figure S1).

Preliminary data of water level and wave climate show the main
Frontiers in Marine Science 15
characteristics of the tidal environment, and a wind driven wave

climate. Data is made available online in real-time on the project

webpage. Water level predictions from the nearby water level gauge

at Wangerooge North are added in real-time on an internal

webpage, which is important to plan accessibility for sampling

events in the intertidal zone.
5.2 Beach morphodynamics

So far, the orthophotos from field campaigns throughout 2022

(Figure 10A) reveal only small changes in terms of coastline

fluctuations. From March to October, when mostly fair-weather

conditions prevailed, the shoreline retreated between 10-15 m

within the high-resolution flying area. The integration of drone and

satellite images show the eastward migration and subsequent

attachment (in September 2022) of a spit that was first documented

in March 2022 (Figure 10B). The area where the spit was initially

located gained +45% of sand when comparing the respective imagery,

broadening the intertidal zone at that specific section (Figure 10C).

Besides, dynamics of ridge-runnel systems on the beach were

observed (Figure 11). These appeared for the first time in the

orthophotos from June 2022, with two well-formed major

channels within the intertidal zone. They started to dissipate in

August and September 2022, developing a beach with a more

uniform long-shore and cross-shore configuration. The two

channels reappeared before the October field campaign, but

shifted their position to the west. The beach profile (Figure 11E)

from the central transect (similar to A-A’ Figure 6 but extended to

the dunes) from June 2022 shows a ~0.5 m beach ridge (at +280 m)

that belongs to one of the ridge-runnel systems displayed in
FIGURE 10

(A) Study area orthophotos from 29.03.2022 to 25.10.2022; (B, C) Integrated orthophotos and satellite images from March and September 2022
showing the coastline evolution at the DynaDeep site and the spit attachment.
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Figure 11A. This feature was gone after two months (by September

2022, Figure 11C) due to the channel dissipation and migration.

During that period, the beach sand was redistributed, generating a

flatter slope in the intertidal zone (a slightly more dissipative profile

caused by waves, currents, and tides), and sediment accretion in the

backshore and the dunes resulting from aeolian processes.

In terms of sediment grain sizes, surficial sediments at the

central DynaDeep transect are mostly composed of well-sorted fine

and medium sands. Fine sands were present in the area of dunes

and backshore, and medium sands in the intertidal zone in March

2022. All sediment samples have a unimodal distribution, with

mean grain-sizes of about 240 mm for the fine sands and 300 mm for

the medium sands. As rather fair-weather conditions prevailed

from March to October 2022, the water table did not cover

significant portions of the backshore on a regular basis, exposing

this area to wind action.
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Morphological and sedimentological processes require further

analysis since the data gathered so far correspond primarily to fair-

weather conditions. The ridge-runnel systems are far less

pronounced than in previous years (Waska et al., 2019;

Grünenbaum et al., 2020a). Storm events with specific

characteristics (e.g., wave direction, period, and height) can

strongly modify the beach configuration, creating new

hydrodynamic conditions that lead to diverse sediment transport

patterns and grain-size distributions.
5.3 Hydrogeology

A (hydro)geological cross-section based on visual geological

description of the three deep drillings and two 24 m long sediment

cores is sketched in Figure 12, illustrating the hydrogeological
FIGURE 11

(A–D) Orthophotos from the field campaigns of June, August, September, and October 2022 displaying the ridge-runnel systems on the beach; (E)
Beach profiles from the center transect in June (grey line) and September (black line) 2022 showing the evolution of beach dunes and shoreface.
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conditions that correspond in general to the overall geological

setting in the area (Streif, 1990). The upper 5 m of the beach

mainly consist of relatively homogenous light brown fine sand with

low carbonate content and few shell fragments (beach sediments).

The ~15-20 m below are composed of heterogeneous fine to coarse

sand with varying contents of shell fragments and medium to high

carbonate content, partly layered and intersected with small clay

lenses or coarser sand and single occurrences of distributed peat

pieces. The color varies from beige and brown to grey and black.

This formation likely represents tidal flat and channel sediments

and forms the Holocene base. The underlain sediments are

composed of fine to coarse sand, beige to bright brown in color,

mostly shell and carbonate free with single occurrences of up to

5 cm large gravel pieces. These sediments are of glacio-fluvial origin.

The base of the aquifer is assumed to be at a depth of 44–55 mbsl,

where an underlying rather continuous clay layer that acts as an

aquitard has previously been described (Röper et al., 2012).

The dominant occurrence of fine to coarse sand results in an

overall conductive hydraulic system. However, lenses of finer or

coarser material might locally cause preferential flow paths. In the

beach aquifer, freshwater from Spiekeroog’s freshwater lens and

local freshwater recharge at the beach mix with the saltwater from

the North Sea. The hydraulic heads generally increase towards the

dunes. The tidal signal of the North Sea propagates through the

STE, with decreasing amplitudes from the shore towards the dunes

as observed in the multilevel groundwater wells (Figure 12). At

location ML1, the tidal signal is reflected stronger in the deeper

wells and more damped in the shallow ones. At a closer look, the
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heads observed in the shallow wells (6 m and to a smaller extent also

at 12 m) near the MHWL at ML2, do not follow the typical tidal

signal of sinusoidal shape but are rather influenced by the beach

slope, revealing the so-called tidal overheight (Nielsen, 1990).

Moreover, the head observed in ML2 at 6 m is even higher than

the incoming tidal signal of the North Sea which can be related to

the occurrence of high-energy waves near the MHWL (Waska et al.,

2019). The wells closer to the MLWL react differently: At ML3 the

hydraulic heads recorded in the shallower wells show higher

amplitudes than the deeper ones.
5.4 Groundwater salinity distribution

Figure 13A–L exemplarily shows results from the August 2022

campaign, including DP, ERT and groundwater logger data. Both

ERT and DPmethods measure the bulk EC of the subsurface (mS/m)

over depth (DP, Figures 13A–H) or color-coded along the transect

(ERT, Figure 13L). The black dotted lines (l) show the position and

extend of the DP data. Additional DP data will be acquired in the

intertidal zone between DP4 and ML3 in future campaigns.

First results from the DP indicate a general increase in bulk EC

after one or two meters depth below ground (mdbg) when reaching

the groundwater table. For the DP measurements near the dunes

(Figures 13A–E, DP 1, 1.5 and 2) a decrease in EC at a depth of

about 5 m below sea-level (mbsl) is visible. This can also be seen in

the ERT result and is possibly connected to a downward moving

saltwater front from a previous storm flood. For the DP data near
FIGURE 12

Cross-section from dune base to the sea (A-A’ in Figure 6) with main lithological units and well locations and filter screens. Equivalent freshwater
heads from data loggers (colors identical to those of well screens) over an exemplarily period of two weeks (7.10-21.10.2022) are shown as well as
the sea-level data from Wangerooge Nord (www.pegelonline.wsv.de). Mean high (MHWL) and mean low water line (MLWL) as well as the mean
shallow groundwater level based on the 6 m filters are indicated.
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ML2 and towards the shore (Figures 13F–H), the change in bulk EC

with depth is smoother, indicating a broader mixing zone between

the salt- and freshwater. This observation is also supported by the

ERT model, showing a smooth distribution in the intertidal zone

(Figure 13I). In the lower part of the ERT (> 20 meter depth), a slow

decrease in conductivity can be observed, likely representing the top

of the freshwater discharge tube. Multiple saltwater circulation cells

as observed by Grünenbaum et al. (2023) are not visible in August

2023, likely because a pronounced ridge-runnel system was lacking

at the time.

Time-series of groundwater EC from data loggers in ML1 (at

depths of ~6, 12, 18, and 24 mbgs, respective depths in mbsl shown

in the Figure) and ML2 (~18 and 24 mbgs) are shown for a period of

roughly 6 weeks from mid July until end of August (Figures 13J, K).

ECs generally decrease towards the dunes and increase with depth

near the dunes (ML1). For the same period, SAMOS data

(Figure 13L) show bulk EC as function of depth (for a mean side

penetration of some 20 cm). Highest SAMOS bulk EC values are

seen at the surface, decreasing slightly and then more pronounced

at about 16 m depth. For this short interval, the time-series reveal

only minor EC changes except for ML1 (6 m), where EC is

decreasing by a factor of two. The SAMOS data show an overall

increase over time. The water at greater depths of nearby ML2 does

not indicate such an increase with time. The reason for the high-

frequency changes in EC in some of the groundwater loggers related

to the tidal cycles of 12h 25min is somewhat unclear and could be

related to vertical water movement due to the tide induced

expansion and compression of air inside the well tubing.
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5.5 Groundwater chemistry

The spatial distribution of the dissolved groundwater

constituents salinity, O2, Si, NO −
3 , DOC and Fe from one

campaign at the DynaDeep study site are shown as an example in

the cross-sectional Figure 14. The figure reveals the previously

unknown depth of the redox transition from oxic to anoxic

conditions at the upper beach. O2 as well as NO −
3 , which is

generally produced by O2 consuming nitrification (Froelich et al.,

1979), penetrate 12-15 m deep into the subsurface. Near the mean

water level (ML3), conditions are anoxic at all sampled depths (6-24

mbgs). Dissolved Fe is mainly present in nitrate-free groundwater,

except for a few sites, where denitrification and Fe(hydr)oxide

reduction seemingly co-occur. Hence, redox zones partly overlap,

which may be the result of the dynamic conditions that we

hypothesized to be characteristic for high-energy beaches.

Si concentrations generally increase with depth and are highest

in the deeper, freshwater diluted parts at ML3. Si concentrations are

generally related to groundwater residence time and mainly released

over time due to quartz dissolution (Ehlert et al., 2016). Hence,

maximum Si concentrations at ML3 indicate discharge of old

groundwater from deeper parts of the island’s freshwater lens in

the intertidal zone. Groundwater from the deeper parts of the

freshwater lens was found to be ~50 years old (Seibert et al.,

2018) and could previously be traced up to the shallow discharge

areas in the lower intertidal zone (Grünenbaum et al., 2020b)

Similar to Si, DOC concentrations are highest at ML3 at depths ≥

12 mbgs, possibly due to inputs from the deep freshwater lens, as
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FIGURE 13

Results of the geophysics (A–H): Bulk conductivity from DP measurements in August 2022 at the DynaDeep site (Figure 6); (I) bulk EC derived from
inversion of ERT data from August 2022 with positions of DP (black dashed lines) and multi-level wells ML1, ML2, and ML3 (grey dots) indicated;
groundwater EC from multi-level loggers at ML1 (J) and ML2 (K) from mid July to end of August 2022 (color code as in Figure 6, L) bulk EC from
SAMOS data as a function of depth and time during the same period (color scale as in i).
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indicated by the concurrent low salinities. However, in contrast to

Si, DOC concentrations in all groundwater samples are lower than

in seawater, in line with previous suggestions that Spiekeroog Island

could be a net sink for dissolved OM (Waska et al., 2021).
5.6 Oxygen consumption rates and FTR
experiments

The results from first exemplary FTR experiments indicate that

respiration rates compare well between FTRcon and slurry

incubations (Figures 15A, C), except for the sediments from 0-

5 cm in May. The standard deviation of the FTRcon rates resulted

from incubations at different porewater velocities rather than

differences in duplicate incubations. The duplicate/triplicate slurry

incubations displayed some variability, especially in the top 10 cm.

Due to the comparability of rates in the two setups, the imposed

porewater flow in the slurry incubations is assumed to be in the

range of the applied velocities in the FTRcon setup.

Respiration rates derived from non-steady state incubations are

shown as a function of the bulk O2 concentration for the duplicate

FTRrev incubation of sediment from 0-5 cm (Figures 15B, D). Rates

near saturation concentrations (O2,airsat (T = 21.4°C, Sal = 32 PSU)

= 228.9 μmol/l) were similar to rates determined at low porewater
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velocities in steady-state (mean of rates from FTRcon shown as a

function of inlet O2 concentration). The successive decrease in

respiration rates with O2 concentration indicates a dependency of

the rates on O2 availability.

Regarding the application possibilities of the compared setups,

slurry incubations allow for a higher sample throughput due to less

laborious sample preparation and require less sample volume (10-

20 ml compared to more than 1000 ml in the FTR). This approach

is for example suitable for highly resolved respiration rate profiles of

sediments acquired by small push cores. FTRs, however, allow

controlling boundary conditions such as porewater flow and

redox conditions, thus permitting detailed studies of different

factors controlling O2 respiration rates.
6 Conclusions and outlook

In 2022, the cooperative project DynaDeep commenced with a

unique approach to study high-energy STEs that are proposed to be

deep, highly dynamic bioreactors. DynaDeep started with the

installation of a STE observatory on Spiekeroog Island. The

DynaDeep observatory consists of permanent infrastructure such

as a pole, SAMOS electrode chain and multi-level groundwater

observation wells that are so far withstanding the rough conditions
FIGURE 14

Spatial distribution of selected dissolved groundwater constituents along the DynaDeep cross-shore transect on Spiekeroog Island in September
2022. The dotted lines indicate the mean high water level (MHWL) and the mean low water level (MLWL).
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at the site. It is complemented with mobile devices such as the DP,

drones and ground-based ERT measurements. A container to store

equipment and to inform the public about the project is located on

the beach during summer. The installation and maintenance of this

STE observatory is the key to all field and labbased activities that

commenced with regular sampling events, ex-situ laboratory work

and modelling in 2022.

The DynaDeep study and observatory is unique in the sense

that it is a holistic, highly multidisciplinary, multi-method approach

to study the exchange processes at the land-sea interface from

different scientific angles and disciplines, i.e. collecting data and

combining methods from geomorphology (drones and pole),

geophysics (ERT, SAMOS), hydrogeology (multi-level wells),

hydrochemistry (DP, FTRs, DOM, trace metals, isotopes),

biogeochemistry (sediment core sampling, rate determination),

microbiology (cell counts and gene sequencing) as well as

numerical modeling (reactive variable-density groundwater flow

and salt transport modeling). It is one of very few high-energy STEs

that have ever been studied. What is also special is that we are

observing and sampling the deep STE (>20 m) of a high-energy

beach in high-spatial and temporal resolution. From a geochemical

perspective the focus is on the microbial bioreactor as such and how

this reactor is regulated by physical/chemical boundary conditions

rather than on the SGD (nutrient) fluxes and their impact on the

coastal ecosystems. In terms of the microbiology it is unique that
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our approach allows us to access both sediments and porewater

from the deep beach subsurface. As the majority of microorganisms

in sandy sediments are sand-grain attached this is necessary to get a

full picture of what is driving geochemical changes, allowing us to

open what, until now, has been almost entirely a black box. The

integration of information from all subprojects into a holistic

modeling framework, the participatory approach with public

outreach elements as well as the long-term perspective (at least 4

years) add to the novelty of the DynaDeep observatory. Hence, it is

the combination of all these points that make our approach novel.

Morphological and sedimentological processes in particular

require further analysis, since the weather conditions were fair so

far and major stormfloods have not occurred yet. In addition, the

ridge-runnel system was by far less pronounced in 2022 than in

previous years (e.g. Waska et al., 2019; Grünenbaum et al., 2020a).

This likely affects the dynamics in the subsurface. Moreover, it has

so far not been possible to acquire DP data from the intertidal zone

below the MHWL as a safety plan had to be developed. This is now

in place and it is planned to work with the DP in the intertidal zone

from spring 2023 onwards. The permanently installed wells (ML1-

3) are sampled every six weeks and the geochemical data reveals that

the chosen sites provide ideal conditions to observe spatio-temporal

dynamics of groundwater salinity and hydrochemistry.

The beach was rather flat during the campaigns so far and a

single USP is visible in the ERT images from the intertidal zone,
D
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FIGURE 15

Comparison of first exemplary respiration rates determined in FTRcon and slurry incubation setups (A, C) and rates as a function of bulk O2
concentrations measured under non-steady state conditions in FTRrev setups (B, D).
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which is in contrast to 2019, when several 10–20 m deep reaching

individual saline recirculation cells were observed at a time when a

pronounced runnel-ridge beach system existed. Instead, the upper

dry beach is characterized by a layer with high bulk EC, likely a

relict from the previous storm-flood season. The groundwater

chemistry shows that old, anoxic groundwater discharges close to

the MLWL while the shallow groundwater is more oxic above the

MHWL, with a redox transition to anoxic, iron-reducing conditions

at a depth of 12-15 m.

Overall, the preliminary results from the starting phase are very

promising. They demonstrate the successful implementation and

proper functioning of the STE observatory - the core for our

investigations in DynaDeep. Complementary field, laboratory

work and modelling studies are expected to provide an in-depth

understanding of the coupled physical, biogeochemical, and

microbial processes in the subsurface of high-energy beaches that

is currently lacking. In the next few years, our integrative approach

will extend knowledge on how this understudied but critical contact

zone between terrestrial and coastal marine ecosystems functions as

a biogeochemical reactor. We encourage researchers that are

interested in accessing this unique high-energy beach observatory

to contact us for cooperation.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 1

Exemplary raw data on sea-level, wind speed, wind direction and

precipitation measured at the pole on five days in February 2023.
Depending on the conditions, the pole falls dry around low water as visible

in the sea-level plot.

SUPPLEMENTARY 2

Video of drone flight during a DynaDeep campaign in August 2022, showing
the groundwater wells (blue), the SAMOS electrode chain (orange), the DP

drilling device, DynaDeep scientists at work and the drilling of ML3 from a ship
that fell dry in the intertidal zone as well as the pole near the water line.
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